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1.0mg
1.8mg
2.5mg
3.2mg
4.0mg
4.0mg
5.0mg
6.0mg

+

6.0mg 3/1/77 9:30AM ATS [0:00] - 1st lt.head at [0:27] [0:33-0:50] gradual
window then more quickly to ~[1:10]. [1:10-1:45] intox - but full
control of acts and thoughts. [2:20] sober. completely clear
afternoon. No more than +.

+

8.0mg 3/5/77 9:40AM ATS [0:00] [0:40-1:00] very quiet window (unlike the
"moving" one of MDMA [1:30] - I suffer from the lack of an objective
test for this state - I have a broad sensory sparkle - and yet am
sober - I feel richly aware [2:00] clearing or cleared? - [2:40]
completely clear - yesterday Wes. - wait a few days before any further
testing. At most 1+.

+++(+)

page 176, 191

10mg 3/17/77 8:00AM ATS [0:00] 1st window at [0:20] - rapid development
[0:55] colors on edges of wigglies in eyes - on periphery of vision a sort of Jesse Allen sensory design [with] intense color contrasts
[1:30] still full - sparkle - impotent by good j nonetheless [2:00]
still there. I would have greatest difficulty in driving a car - I
would be limited by the logics of my responses - ∴ some LSD effects.
[3:00] some dropping- mail-call- some phone calls [3:30] 1/2 way down
[6:00] quite clear - but later in evening, - outside-body clean
feeling- no stim of MDMA-more like PSOP. between 3 & 4 +

+

8.0mg 5/3/77 7:55PM - 1hr post pran [0:21] early warning alert. [0:40] light
window opening. [0:55] at a 1+ [with] quiet window [1:00] + is all rapid recovery. at [2:00] out. Again - yesterday Σ 220mg MDMA - cross
tolerance?

+

8.0mg 5/6/77 9:35PM - water shed theory [with] DOB. [0:40] effects of window
without any window actually occurring [1:10] aware of sensory thrusts,
twangs [1:20] I am getting clanging of the nervous system - and I jump
in reflex - zap. zap. [2:05] still some clangs - will I sleep? to bed.
[4:30] still awake. occasional reflex jerk to what appears to be a
burst of sound (speech?) or other stim. Then sleep. overall + - but
not an enjoyable experiment. It is as if the residual DOB hid the
window - and let through the neural stimuli. PEA vs. indole?

+

10mg 5/10/77 3:25PM ATS (see ℵ-6, AM) [0:30] tingle-alert. [0:55] I get
there quietly - no window but awareness of all kinds of little sensory
darts. [1:00] - twangs - this at high level will be a sense distorter
PSOP-like? [2:00-3:00] to fish grotto- no problems driving.
Interesting faces - quite sober but tend to emotional reaction. [3:00]
dropping [4:00] out- residual good clear feeling. I am not at all sure
now that I like this drug as much as I had thought. I must reacquaint
[with] LSD - I may have lost my responsiveness to this - which might
make the homologs (me, ipa;
; ect difficult to assay. We shall see.
I am done with this for now.

